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QLIK

Founded in Lund,

Sweden in 1993

Headquartered in 

Radnor, PA, USA 

40,000 customers and

1,700 partners in more 

than 100 countries

* FY 2016 $705.6M USD RevenueMore than 2,400

employees

40,000
1,700
100

*Results are unaudited and do not reflect certain U.S. GAAP purchase accounting adjustments related to the company’s August 2016
acquisition by Thoma Bravo which will be reflected in the company’s audited financial statements for 2016 



QLIK Platform

The Retail Sales Monitor is a 
Qlik enabled platform that 

enables retailers to 
benchmark their performance 

against the rest of the retail 
market 



Uncover new data-driven possibilities 

…to an endless sea of data driven 
possibilities…

connecting all your 
people, to all you data, 

and all your ideas.

A rise of the 
information activist



Voice of the customer:

turning data into real-time

actionable insights



Context: Who are Virgin Trains?



76
trains

1314
on-board staff

34.5m
passengers a year

Operate 2 UK rail franchises – the West Coast and East Coast mainline

23.7m
miles travelled per year



Arrive

Awesome

Virgin Trains’ aim for all of 

their passengers is to…



• Committed to giving the best service and 

satisfy customers that use their service.

• Essential that VT staff deliver first-class 

service

• NPS Gives VT customers the opportunity to 

share their experience, opinions and 

sentiment of the brand, products and 

services. 

• Understand issues and opportunities for 

the business to address 

What does that mean?



This is where ITG Creator come in



POWERED BY

Our aim  - deliver ‘voice of the customer’ live to the fingertips of the organisation

Customers Company



Awesome
(informal)
extremely good; excellent.
"the band is truly awesome!"

Meter
a device that measures and 
records the quantity, degree, 
or rate of something.
"an electricity meter"



So, how do we measure… Awesome?



Analytical Web Platform 

Using Qlik we built a platform that connects 

VT to their customers in ways never seen 

before

The Awesometer Survey

We built an ECRM system that allows the 

capture of customer feedback



How it works for the customers

We send a personalised email to customers 

within 2 hours of their journey, to ask if they 

would recommend us to friends or family 

(Customers can also complete a survey on-board 

via the web).

Based on their answer, we either ask them to 

complete a short survey about different aspects 

of their journey,  or if they’re really not happy, we 

fast-track directly to customer services



Cutting edge user interface

The survey has been specifically designed 

to make it easy to complete, replacing hard 

to use drop-down menus with touch-friendly 

sliders. And of course, the survey is mobile 

responsive. 

So we’ve made sure that people don’t 

drop out of the survey from frustration at a 

bad user interface.



How it works for Virgin Trains

We harvest customer sentiment on-board 

and post journey. Aggregating on a service-

by-service and customer-by-customer level in 

real time – enables them to recognise where 

service breaks down. 

Business Intelligence in real time for senior 

management to interpret their service trends.



15m
VT customers booking 

and journey data per 

annum

700 
VT staff access 

to data

400k+
comments captured

300k
Unique customer 

survey responses

in numbers

330+
daily train departures



Case studies



Typical Users

The Station

Manager

The Business Owner 

for Train Services

The Senior Management for 

Customer Investment



Let’s look at the results…



New Awesometer comment:

“Train was on time, I had a text to say 

train was boarding and told me 

platform number which enabled me to 

get on before lots of others… very 

helpful”

Issue: Boarding

Customer complaints about stress 

and anxiety caused by running for 

the platforms at Euston.

Awesometer comment:

“When a train is delayed staff 

need to be more aware of 

difficulties with boarding and allow 

passengers sufficient time”

Solution

Virgin Trains introduced a new initative

called the Earlybird Boarding text service, to 

help direct customers to the appropriate 

platform.

Awesometer: Solving problems that matter to customers



New Awesometer comment:

“Exceptional service from my train 

manager Chris Helling. My mum 

wasn’t very comfortable on the journey 

and he offered a move to a different 

coach, upgraded her to first class”

Issue: Staff excellence

The Awesometer has highlighted 

that it’s Virgin trains staff that 

make the crucial difference when it 

comes to customer satisfaction.

Awesometer comment:

“We didn’t see a member of on-

board staff. No-one came 

through”

Solution

Virgin Trains have increased the trolley 

service to make staff more visible, while 

staff are encouraged to improve their own 

customer satisfaction score and go the 

extra mile for customers.

Awesometer: Solving problems that matter to customers



New Awesometer comment:

“We downloaded BEAM for my 23 

month old son to be able to watch 

cartoons and it made for a very 

peaceful and smooth journey”

Issue: Wi-Fi
Wi-Fi improvement across the 

network is still underway

Awesometer comment:

“The Wi-Fi continuously 

dropped offline while trying to 

watch a film, I gave up in the end, 

maybe watch the ending on my 

next journey! How can you 

improve it? Fix it!”

Solution
Customer comments inspired the 

creation of BEAM, Virgin trains new on-

board entertainment system. BEAM was 

launched in June and is already receiving 

positive customer endorsement.

Awesometer: Solving problems that matter to customers



And some more numbers…



Customers are now 
promoters

Boarding and seating 
satisfaction

Staff friendliness 
satisfaction

Improvement since introduction of Awesometer

Availability of space 
satisfaction

11% increase 6% increase 4% increase 6% increase

76% 89% 90% 87% 

current Net Promoter Score +39

+100-100 0

8% increase



Who are ITG Creator?



Creatively led, 

analytically driven

Multi-channel CRM 

platforms

Own delivery suite: 

email SMS app push

Strategic eCRM

platform

Single customer view 

management

Loyalty programme

management

Customer 

engagement 

programmes

Digital platform 

development

Mobile app 

development

In the cloud or on the 

premises

Standardised data 

integration and API 

adaptors

E-commerce event 

process



Interested? Get in touch

Sheryl Gannaway
sheryl.gannaway@creator.co.uk

Kinnari Ladha
www.linkedin.com/in/kinnari-ladha-a4163615

Immy Ullah
https://www.linkedin.com/in/imtiazullah

www.inspiredthinkinggroup.com



Thank You


